Notes taken from the
PUBLIC CONSULTATION for EDDC LOCAL PLAN

Thursday 12th January 2012

In attendance
Informal viewing and discussion: Parish Councillors; Kate Little (EDDC); 94 members of the public.
Formal consultation: Parish Councillors; 68 members of the public.

Setting the Context chapters 1 - 5
1

Cranbrook New Town boundary proposal to extend west – Area A
1.12

1.16

7.33

a)

If boundary extended to incorporate Area A – would land be compulsorily purchased for
the extra housing developments proposed?
KL: confirmed that no land has needed to be compulsorily purchased so far for the existing
Cranbrook area.

b)

Area A includes:
 parkland with trees covenanted
 a listed building
 flood area
 Private road to Blue Hayes... only agricultural traffic allowed through
 Part of the south of this area is exposed to noise from airport, and not thought
suitable for residential housing
 Good agricultural land, which should be preserved for future food security
 There should be no access from Area A onto Station Road. Already there is a lack
of pavements in Station Road (public safety?)
 Station Road bridge- unsuitable for additional traffic. If Area A development goes
ahead infrastructure should include safe crossing for pedestrians and cyclists in
first phase, not after 4000 houses. Must push for safety improvements in Station
Road if Area A does become part of the extended Cranbrook town boundary.
 Safe access from Broadclyst to Cranbrook Station on foot/cycle to include bridge
over railway?
c) Areas A, C & D are proposed to provide additional 3,100 homes in an area smaller than
Cranbrook’s existing boundary – which is designated to take 2,900 homes. Area A - simply
to fulfil housing quota?
Public strongly object to density planned for Area A, considering all limitations stated
above.

d) Clarification was given of ‘affordable’ and ‘social’ housing.
The need to adhere to agreed Percentage of affordable housing was discussed
Straw poll – percentage of affordable housing considered acceptable, if Area A development
goes ahead?
More than 40% affordable housing = 2 votes
Less than 40% affordable housing = 47
Abstained
= 19
e) Area A boundary is proposed as a planning development boundary.
Straw poll – extending the Cranbrook boundary into area A?
Against = 64
For = 4
f) Additional extension of Area A across Station Road up to Clyst Honiton parish boundary or
beyond is proposed as an electoral register boundary only.
Straw poll – agreeing with electoral boundary extending West of Station Road?
For = 0
Against = 52
Abstained = 16
These are notes taken at our open discussion.
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2

Strategy 2 p33 classifies Westclyst developments as Pinhoe, although in E Devon.
Public agreed to request change to Westclyst, for clarity.
Part One – Strategic Approach & Strategic Policies

3

Chapters 6, 7, 15 - 20

Redhayes – draft Strategy 10:
a) This is referred to development post 2021
7.38
This development area has always been intended as a later phase, so that infrastructure
will be in place before development. Concern was expressed that developers (Eagle One)
had already hosted a pre-application event.
KL: clarified that Redhayes proposals will remain in the plan as post 2021, but that developers
could submit planning applications at any time.
 It was agreed that we should stress the need to defer development until post 2021, to
allow Cranbrook town development to become established first.
b) Redhayes and Monkerton could be submitted as one application.
c) There is concern that an urban corridor will be developed from Exeter to Honiton

4

Science Park
There were concerns voiced that businesses may not have taken up options in the
Science Park?

5

Allocation to Broadclyst village hub – additional 30 dwellings up to 2026 (Ch 15)
a) The 30 dwellings quoted will not take into account recent developments since 2006.
Press for reducing this figure as
 properties built recently in Dog Village
 4 proposed for Old Coach Road
 13 proposed for Animal Kingdom
 3 Old Baptist Chapel
b) We should stress the need for EDDC to take into account the lack of non-NT land
available for development within Broadclyst.
Draft strategy 22 – quote 30 houses p114

Straw poll – should we press to reduce this allocation of 30?
Keep at 30 = 0 votes
Abstained 2
Reduce to realistic figure = 66
6







Westclyst comments
Why should EDDC need to develop Westclyst as urban extension of Exeter when Exeter
City plan proposes 5000 new dwellings?
There will need to be a huge level of objection to this, to have any impact on changing the
draft Local Plan
We should object to further developments at Westclyst because the road infrastructure
cannot take extra traffic
Shortfall of funding for primary school (provision in a later development phase) means
pupils will be bussed to Stoke Canon but the small road will not support school buses.
No provision made for health care in phase one, despite old peoples’ home planned.
DCC Primary school provision- possibility of financial front-loading funding being raised
against future development, to secure an earlier school building

These are notes taken at our open discussion.
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7

Community Facilities & Infrastructure

16.35

16.4

19.5 – 19.18

Can EDDC guarantee adequate funding for infrastructure & health/education facilities will
be delivered through s106 funding / new Community Infrastructure Levy?
Straw poll – should EDDC ensure tighter controls on developer contributions to
infrastructure?
Yes = 66
No = 0
Abstained = 2
Our response should stress that EDDC should ensure sufficient developer contributions
towards vital community facilities
Part Two – Development Management Policies
8

Chapter 21

We should support the positive changes to DMP in this draft (e.g. reducing Broadclyst
allocation of 50 to 30 dwellings)
Part Three – Neighbourhood Plans

Chapter 22

9

“Communities can decide whether to follow the DM policies of the Local Plan (part 2 of the
plan) or establish their own, locally specific ones” p240
... If we have a Neighbourhood Plan, our community plan will over-ride their DMP, subject
to it complying with the Section 1 of the Local Plan.

10

Govt. anticipates the Neighbourhood Plan process taking 1 year to get through the
obligatory stages required by law.
EDDC will not take notice of our draft Neighbourhood Plan before it has become adopted;
it must be supported by a minimum of 50% mandate from the voters:
“If more than 50 per cent of people voting in the referendum support the plan or order,
then the local planning authority must bring it into force” – Communities and Local
Government

Straw poll: Do you agree with the importance of developing a Neighbourhood Plan for our parish
to protect our interests up until 2026?
Yes = 66
No = 0
Abstained = 2
Staw Poll: Do you support the Parish Council driving forward a Neighbourhood Plan?
Yes = unanimous
Meeting closed 9.27pm
__________________________________
Commitment Statement (from EDDC CONSULTATION GUIDE 2005)
Openness -

The consultation process should be open and transparent to consultees about the reasons for
consultation and the way in which the outcomes of the consultation will realistically influence the
decision. It is important to be clear about what participants can contribute to the process, what
they will gain from taking part and the extent to which their input can influence decision-making.

Commitment - We endeavor to show respect for both stakeholders and taxpayers by giving consultation the
appropriate priority, time and resources, and demonstrating that it is a genuine attempt to
understand and incorporate other opinions.
Responsiveness - Those being consulted must perceive that their voice will be taken seriously. There is no point in
spending time and money on a consultation exercise if there is no willingness to listen to the results.
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